Our Clients’ Experience
“I am an out of state guardian for a
loved one. Rebecca and Sarah provide
professional and caring services and are
my local eyes and ears, giving attention
and access to services to improve his
quality of life.” ~ Guardian

The

Aging
Space
Where Caring Meets Planning

“When my father was dying Rebecca
handled his massive insurance problems
allowing me to be present with him and
my mother in his last days.” ~ a Daughter

The Aging Space, Inc.™

“I recommend The Aging Space to
anyone who is looking for guidance and
expertise in caring for their loved one.”
~ Guardian

theagingspacema.com

“It’s hard to imagine the past few years
had there been no Rebecca, as she was
instrumental in helping us through every
phase of Mom’s illness.” ~ a Daughter
“My husband’s family has been using
Sarah Bourque, and she has been
compassionate and wonderful in helping
us with my father-in-law. I have been
really impressed by your agency…”
~ a Daughter-in-Law

An Aging Life Care™ Resource

Aging
Space
Where Caring Meets Planning

info@theagingspacema.com
Toll Free: 888.607.6027

Call for a
complimentary consultation.
You don’t have to do this alone.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rebecca-wild-wesley-26848069/

“And in the end, it’s not the years in your
life that count. It’s the life in your years.”
Abraham Lincoln

Advance planning avoids crisis
management. Call 888.607.6027
https://www.facebook.com/www.theagingspacema/

www.theagingspacema.com
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The Aging Space – Where Caring Meets Planning
Imagine:
•
•
•
•

Rebecca Wild-Wesley

Sarah Bourque

RN, BSN, MA, CMC

RN, MSN, CMC

Excited to be pursuing my long-held dream
to provide personalized care management
for people like my own parents, I founded
The Aging Space in 2013. I was joined
by Sarah in 2018. We are nurses and
both hold Master’s Degrees. Mine is in
Gerontology and Sarah’s is in Psychiatric
Nursing. Together we have over 70 years of
healthcare experience. We are nationally
certified as care managers holding the
CMC credential. We provide a skilled
and experienced resource for our clients

Taking your loved one out to lunch instead of to the doctor
Having productive, goal-directed family conversations
Being confident about the future, knowing that someone “has your back”
Having someone who cares

Your personal plan will be
developed after a comprehensive
assessment is completed.
It will:
• Be unique to you
• Focus on your goals
• Work within your budget

People call for assistance when life
or aging become difficult because:
• Of a new diagnosis such as dementia
• Of recent widowhood or loss of support
• They are alone – an “elder orphan”
• The doctor says they can no longer live
alone and they need a plan
• Their attorney says they need to have
an assessment

• Include local community resources
• Have options for home modifications
or moving
• Introduce you to recommended services
and technology
• Include your family and current
caregivers

and families when planning for today and

• Have referrals to other professionals

What You Can Expect:

tomorrow. Our extensive knowledge of

• Include an option for ongoing visits
and support

• A Care Manager who works for you

medical conditions and local resources,
along with careful consideration of client
and family wishes, allows us to develop

• Be organized in order of urgency
and priority.

a plan that provides peace of mind and
the best quality of life possible. We feel

The Aging Space, Inc.™

honored to be allowed into the lives of
our clients and their families and believe
that working on their behalf is one of the
most rewarding things we have done in our
careers.

• An RN to interpret and translate medical
information
• Advice and guidance on options
and resources
• Friendly therapeutic visits
• Regular communication with all involved

Certified Aging Life Care Professionals® meet
strict certification requirements and follow
ALCA™ Standards of Practice
and Pledge of Ethics

• Medical appointment support
• Options for a Care Manager Assistant to
help with shopping, transportation,
and friendly visits.

